**QUALITY PILL SPLITTERS AND PILL PULVERIZERS**

These easy tools are ideal for elderly people, children and hospital attendants. Useful also for medicating pets. They avoid dispersion of medicine and guarantee integrity of the dose. Easy to clean, also in dishwasher. Made in non-toxic, unbreakable material.

- **25729 PILL SPLITTER - bulk**
- **25730 PILL SPLITTER - with box**
- **25743 ULTRA PILL SPLITTER - blister**

Accurately divide tablets, large and small pills for reduced dosage or easier ingestion. Simple to operate. Top quality products, made in Europe (25729-30), USA (25743)

- **25748 PILL SPLITTER - box of 12 pcs**
  This box includes 12 pill splitters in 4 colours: light blue, green, transparent lavender and transparent orange.

- **25749 PILL SPLITTER - display box of 12 pcs**
  Counter display box including 12 pill splitters in 4 colours (light blue, green, transparent lavender and transparent orange) in a single cardboard box.

**MIXED COLOURS PILL SPLITTERS - BOX OR DISPLAY**

- **25749**

**COMBO SPLITTER-CRUSHER**

- **25766 COMBO PILL MANAGER 4 IN 1**
  Four functions in a practical device: pill splitter, pill crusher, pill box and water cup.

**PILL BOX TIMER**

- **25765 PILL BOX TIMER**
  Pocket pill box timer in ABS material, size 90x50x19 mm, supplied in cardboard box with batteries.

**VIALS OPENER**

- **25739 VIALS OPENER - box of 20**
  A practical tool to help opening vials in a safe way.